
BUSINESS ANALYTICS MINOR
Requirements
Business Analytics Minor
Coordinator: Dr. Ruth Hughes

Total number of credits required for a minor in Business
Analytics – 16

With a minor in Business Analytics, students will achieve
the following collective outcomes: demonstrate knowledge
of statistical data analysis techniques utilized in business
decision-making; demonstrate use of teamwork, leadership
skills, decision-making and organization theory; integrate
information technologies with data science methods to
extract value from data sets; apply quantitative modeling
and data analysis techniques to the solution of real world
business problems, communicate findings, and effectively
present results using data visualization techniques; and think
critically about the business implications, meaningfulness
and applicability of observed data patterns and analytical
inferences.

The Jay S. Sidhu School of Business and Leadership offers a
16-credit minor in Business Analytics.

The following 7 credits are required of all students taking
the Business Analytics minor:

[[BA-119]] Data Analysis in
Excel

1

[[BA-319]] Business Statistics 3
either [[ACC-341]]
Accounting Information
Systems or [[MGT-257]]
Management Information
Systems

3

 Plus 9 credits from the following elective course list:

[[ACC-219]] Financial
Statement Analysis

3

[[BA-419]] Quantitative
Decision Making

3

[[FIN-219]] Financial Analysis 3
[[FIN-319]] Financial
Derivatives

3

[[MGT-357]] Business
Transformations in the Digital
Economy

3

 

 

 

 

 

BA. BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
BA-119. DATA ANALYSIS IN EXCEL
Credits: 1
This course is designed to teach the basic and advanced
features and functions of Excel, including summative,
descriptive and reporting techniques.  Students will also gain
the knowledge of data manipulation and visual reporting. This
one-credit class will meet multiple times each week, and will
run for 5 consecutive weeks.

BA-151. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE I
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
Integrated Management Experience is a two-semester
sequence that takes you through the entrepreneurial process
from creating a business concept to planning the venture to
launching and operating the business to harvest and closure
of the firm. You learn how businesses plan and operate
through the study of functional areas such as marketing,
management, human resources, accounting and finance, and
operations. Most importantly, you will learn and experience
how the pieces fit together through integrating the functional
areas tracking information and performance using financial
accounting principles. Cross listed with [[ACC-151]] and
[[ENT-151]].

BA-152. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE II
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
Integrated Management Experience is a two-semester
sequence that takes you through the entrepreneurial process
from creating a business concept to planning the venture to
launching and operating the business to harvest and closure
of the firm. You learn how businesses plan and operate
through the study of functional areas such as marketing,
management, human resources, accounting and finance,
and operations. You develop a clear understanding of the
importance of accounting cycles and how financial accounting
principles provide not only information but an integrating
thread for all types of organizations. Cross listed with
[[ACC-152]] and [[ENT-152]].

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-151]] / [[BA-151]] / [[ENT-151]] with a minimum grade of
2.0

BA-153. MANAGEMENT FOUNDATIONS
Credits: 3
Management Foundations provides the framework for
further study in accounting, business administration, and
entrepreneurship programs. Functional areas of management
are examined. This class is closed to freshmen and to any
student who completed ACC/BA/ENT 151 and ACC/BA/ENT
152.
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Business Analytics, Minor

BA-319. BUSINESS STATISTICS
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
An introduction to the primary tools of research in business
and economics; the collection, summarization, analysis,
and interpretation of statistical findings relevant to business
decisions. Two hours of lecture and one hour of individualized
laboratory. Topics covered will include, but not be limited to,
descriptive statistics, probability, sampling theory, hypothesis
testing, and regression and correlation analysis. Cross-listed
with [[EC-319]]

Pre-Requisites
[[MTH-101]] or higher

BA-335. LAW AND BUSINESS
Credits: 3
This course provides a foundation for understanding how the
law functions; the laws protecting consumers and employees;
and the law of contracts, sales, and business organizations.

BA-336. ADVANCED TOPICS IN BUSINESS LAW
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
This course provides students with an understanding of
select advanced topics in law, specifically those that have the
greatest impact on business and accounting.

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-335]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

BA-337. LEGAL ASPECTS OF SPORT AND EVENT
MANAGEMENT
Credits: 3
Introduces legal issues that confront contemporary organized
athletics and sports management. Specific topics which
are highlighted include impact of antitrust laws; personal
services contracts; labor law; injury and liability; franchise and
transfer rules; and tax aspects. Examines the role of legal
services within sports organizations and in individual athlete
representation.

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-335]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

BA-338. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: On Demand,Spring
The course will focus on international business law applicable
to international business transactions. Topics covered will
include comparable legal systems in the world and the
law relative to 1) international sales, transport, credit and
commercial agreements; 2) trade law including imports,
customs, tariff regulations/agreements, regional free trade
areas; 3) regulation of the marketplace including licensing,
patent, advertising, sales representation, foreign investment
and business formation, currency risk, anti-trust, employment
and environmental law. This course is offered every other fall –
odd years.

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-335]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

BA-419. QUANTITATIVE DECISION MAKING
Credits: 3
This course is designed to build on the basics of introductory
statistics so that the students understand how a variety of
advanced statistical tools are used to support decision-making
using business data.  Students develop necessary skills to
build models that conform the assumptions of the procedures.
The course aims to provide more hands on experience. The
topics that will be introduced include descriptive statistics,
t-tests, ANOVA, simple linear regression, multiple linear
regression, logistic regression and their applications on
business data.  

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-319]] or [[MTH-150]]

BA-461. BUSINESS STRATEGY AND DECISION-MAKING
Credits: 3
The first of a two-semester capstone experience. This
course integrates the functional areas of business from the
perspective of top management. Emphasis is on the role of
management in the formation of strategic and long-range
plans.

Pre-Requisites
[[MKT-221]], [[EC-101]], [[EC-102]], [[FIN-240]], and
[[MGT-251]] all with a minimum grade of 2.0

BA-462. PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Credits: 3
This internship course consists of professional business
experience in which students apply their accumulated
knowledge, skills and abilities in an organization related to
the student's academic objectives and career goals. This
course requires Cooperative Education approval as well as
the approval of the academic advisor, the department chair
and the faculty advisor for the course. 
Pre-Requisites
[[MKT-221]], [[FIN-240]], and [[MGT-251]] all with a minimum
grade of 2.0
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Business Analytics, Minor

BA-463. THE BUSINESS FIELD AND RESEARCH
EXPERIENCE
Credits: 3
This course allows the student to choose from a variety
of professional opportunities. The student could perform
research and writing in his or her major area. Such research
must be approved by the instructor in advance. (The
Undergraduate Thesis) The student may participate in a
multidisciplinary capstone course that incorporates the
application of business creation, development, and planning.
It includes the application of business functions such as
management, business strategy, marketing, accounting,
finance, operations management, and sales. (The Business
Incubator) The student could also visit several local
organizations to conduct a live case comparison that spans
industries and organizations as it pertains to his or her major
area and faculty interests. (The Business Field Experience)
Action learning gives students the opportunity to develop an
understanding of the Sidhu School disciplines and business
practices that are ethically and socially responsible.

Pre-Requisites
Senior class standing.

BA-464. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Credits: 3
The course provides an overview of a Western European
Society. A ten-day field trip in Western Europe is a major
learning experience of the course. Site visits are made
in a number of cities in European countries. Site visits
include Cities, Regions, and Business and travel centers.
Arrangements for travel are made during the fall, and travel
in the spring. The purpose of the course is to create a global
learning experience using Western Europe as a medium to
facilitate the student’s understanding of the global business
environment. Presentations, discussions, travel, observations,
projects, as well as written papers will provide students with
the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding and
knowledge.

ACC. ACCOUNTING
ACC-151. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE I
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
Integrated Management Experience is a two-semester
sequence that takes you through the entrepreneurial process
from creating a business concept to planning the venture to
launching and operating the business to harvest and closure
of the firm. You learn how businesses plan and operate
through the study of functional areas such as marketing,
management, human resources, accounting and finance, and
operations. Most importantly, you will learn and experience
how the pieces fit together through integrating the functional
areas tracking information and performance using financial
accounting principles. Cross listed with [[ACC-151]] and
[[ENT-151]].

ACC-152. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE II
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
Integrated Management Experience is a two-semester
sequence that takes you through the entrepreneurial process
from creating a business concept to planning the venture to
launching and operating the business to harvest and closure
of the firm. You learn how businesses plan and operate
through the study of functional areas such as marketing,
management, human resources, accounting and finance,
and operations. You develop a clear understanding of the
importance of accounting cycles and how financial accounting
principles provide not only information but an integrating
thread for all types of organizations. Cross listed with
[[BA-152]] and [[ENT-152]].

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-151]] / [[BA-151]] / [[ENT-151]] with a minimum grade of
2.0

ACC-161. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND DECISION-
MAKING
Credits: 3
This is a study of the nature, function, and environment of
accounting, including the accounting information system,
account analysis, and decision-making. The course provides
an understanding of accounting issues and objectives for
proper interpretation and analysis of financial accounting
information.

ACC-162. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING AND DECISION-
MAKING
Credits: 3
Managerial accounting is an internal tool used to generate
information for managerial planning and control. Students will
develop an understanding of operating and capital budgets,
standard costs, incremental concepts, relevant costs, transfer
pricing, and responsibility and profit center reports as a means
of analysis as well as techniques of measurement.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-161]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

ACC-201. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
A study of the accounting information system and the
accounting standards applicable to corporate balance
sheet accounts and their related counterparts that result in
revenue and expense recognition on the income statement
and statement of retained earnings. Course topics include
the financial accounting standards, financial statement
preparation, cash and receivables, inventories and cost of
goods sold, and plant and depreciation.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-161]] with a minimum grade of 2.0
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ACC-202. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
This course is a study of the accounting standards applicable
to intangible assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. Also,
it focuses on the application of generally accepted accounting
principles that relate to various technical reporting areas
within financial statements. Emphasis is placed on technical
standards and the necessary disclosure requirements for
these reporting areas. Course topics include earnings per
share, securities that can dilute earnings per share, corporate
investments, and accounting for corporate income taxes and
pensions.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-201]] with a minimum grade of 2.0.

ACC-219. FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS
Credits: 3
This course will focus on corporate financial reporting,
evaluation, financial planning, accounting policies and
practices, and other current issues. The interplay between
accounting and corporate finance will be emphasized. The
course will teach you how to use financial statement
information for firm valuation and other economic decisions.
The course will also help you understand and analyze the
issues that corporate managers face as they design and
implement financial reporting strategies, increasing your ability
to assess accounting quality. This course will provide you with
tools to analyze and exploit information in corporate financial
statements.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]], [[FIN-240]] both with a minimum grade of 2.0

ACC-301. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
Credits: 3
A comprehensive review and analysis for various accounting
issues relating to corporate consolidations, partnerships,
governmental units, non-profit organizations, estates, trusts,
and bankruptcies. Extensive computerized applications are an
integral part of this course.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-202]] with a minimum grade of 2.0.

ACC-311. ADVANCED MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
Advanced treatment of managerial accounting topics
with emphasis on generation, communication, and use of
information to assist management in performance of the
planning and control function. Information systems design,
budgeting, variance analysis, and direct costing concepts are
covered.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

ACC-321. TAXES
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
Introduction to the Internal Revenue Code for individuals and
sole-proprietorships. Preparation of individual tax returns
based on the current tax law, regulations, and revenue ruling
letters. Introduction to tax research using various traditional
and electronic reference services.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-161]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

ACC-322. ADVANCED TAXES
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
Introduction to certain tax laws as they apply to Corporations,
S Corporations, and Partnerships. This involves developing a
thorough understanding of tax research and how tax planning
may help the financial entity to minimize tax liability.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-321]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

ACC-331. AUDITING
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
To understand the most important concepts in auditing and
how they are used in decision making, evidence accumulation
and reporting. This entails understanding the concepts,
methods, and processes of control that provide for the
accuracy and integrity of financial data and the safeguarding
of business assets, along with understanding the nature of
attest services and the conceptual and procedural bases for
performing them.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-202]] with a minimum grade of 2.0.

ACC-341. ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
To develop a solid understanding of and appreciation for the
use of accounting information employed to process and sort
business events so as to provide information for the functions
of financial reporting, internal responsibility accounting, and
decision support. This understanding includes applications via
spreadsheets, databases, general ledgers, and the internet.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]] and [[MGT-251]]

ACC-397. SEMINAR
Credits: 1-3
One to three credits
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Business Analytics, Minor

ACC-462. ACCOUNTING INTERNSHIP
Credits: three or six
This internship course consists of professional business
experience in which students apply their accumulated
knowledge, skills and abilities in an organization related to the
students' academic objectives and career goals. This course
requires Cooperative Education approval as well as approval
of the academic advisor, the department chair and the faculty
advisor for the course. 
Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-202]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

MGT. MANAGEMENT
MGT-209. BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE AND REPORTS
Credits: 3
An emphasis on written communications: practice in writing
major classification of business letters; persuasive requests
and refusals; and inquiry, order, sales, application, credit,
collection, and goodwill letters. Investigative techniques of
research and analytical report writing.

MGT-251. MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONS AND
PEOPLE
Credits: 3
Introduction to the theory and practice of managing
organizations, including planning, organizing, and controlling.
Interdisciplinary in nature, social and ethical dimensions of
managing are examined.

Pre-Requisites
Either ACC, BA, ENT 151 or BA 153

MGT-257. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Credits: 3
This course introduces the fundamental concepts underlying
the design, implementation, control, and evaluation of
business-oriented computer based information systems, office
automation, information reporting, and decision making.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]], [[BA-119]], [[FIN-240]]

MGT-352. PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Spring
Principles of decision-making, systems design, introduction to
quantitative tools of analysis, and fundamentals of production,
inventory, financial, and distribution management.

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-319]] and [[MGT-251]].

MGT-353. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: Fall
This course focuses on introducing the student to the theories,
practices, problems, and legislation relevant to attracting,
selecting, developing, compensating, and effectively using
human resources in organizations.

Pre-Requisites
[[MGT-251]].

MGT-354. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Credits: 3
A behavioral science approach to understanding individual,
formal, and informal group behavior, macro- and micro-
organizational structures, motivation and leadership
theories, group influences, conflicts, decision-making,
and communication, with emphasis on behavioral science
applications in developing organizational effectiveness.

Pre-Requisites
[[MGT-251]].

MGT-356. THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS
Credits: 3
A course dealing with the problems faced by managers in
responding to issues such as the kinds and extent of social
responsibility to be assumed by businesses, employee rights,
consumerism, and the balance of public and private interests.

Pre-Requisites
[[MGT-251]] and junior standing.

MGT-357. BUSINESS TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE
DIGITAL ECONOMY
Credits: 3
This course is designed to help students understand how the
digital economy forces companies to rethink their business
strategies--and architect processes, products, and information
differently. Topics will allow for the development of problem
solving abilities using business analytics and intellectual
curiosity using radical openness in the workplace.  The course
content will incorporate cases in business, and it will seek to
create an understanding of big data, culture and ubiquitous
technologies.  Students will also understand how to thinking
critically and to make decisions using internal and external
sources of data.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]], [[BA-119]], [[FIN-240]]
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MGT-358. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Credits: 3
An introduction to the field of international business. Topics
include the empirical dimensions of the world economy,
business enterprise in international trade, trade channels,
effects of economic, political, and social environment
on international management problems of international
operations, and the role of government in fostering
international business. A substantial amount of writing is
required.

Pre-Requisites
[[MGT-251]] and senior standing.

MGT-397. SEMINAR
Credits: 1-3

FIN. FINANCE
FIN-201. PERSONAL FINANCE
Credits: 3
Terms Offered: On Demand
This course in personal financial management is designed
to help students understand and develop competence and
confidence in using the knowledge and skill of the discipline of
personal money management.  Students develop competence
and confidence through reading about personal financial
management and through working with problems and cases
that include real life experiences with the subject. This course
is designed to benefit business and non business majors.

FIN-219. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Credits: 3
This course is an introductory course on the fundamentals of
financial analysis techniques. It aims to help students develop
analytical skills for making investment decisions. Furthermore,
it focuses on less well-established techniques and knowledge
that is alien to and ignored by efficient market hypothesis
(EMH) or modern portfolio theory (MPT). The emphasis is on:
technical analysis, Microsoft Excel tools in a financial context
and Bloomberg terminals.

Pre-Requisites
[[BA-119]], [[FIN-240]] with a minimum grade 2.0

FIN-230. MONEY & BANKING
Credits: 3
A study of money, credit, and banking operations. Monetary
standards, development of the American monetary and
banking system. Recent developments in other financial
institutions. Central banking and the Federal Reserve System,
instruments of monetary control, international monetary
relationships. Cross-listed with [[EC-230]]

FIN-240. INTRODUCTION TO FINANCE
Credits: 3
This course introduces basic principles of finance including
cash flow, financial ratios, time value of money, stock and
bond valuation, capital structure and cost of capital.

FIN-319. FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES
Credits: 3
Financial securities and markets are changing rapidly. This
course gives students an understanding of financial derivative
instruments and their applications to corporate strategy and
risk management. Students learn how the finance derivatives
are priced and used in risk management and trading or
speculative strategies by individuals and companies. We
cover options, forwards, futures, and swaps to help our
students to be better prepared to enter a career in finance.

Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-162]], [[BA-119]], [[FIN-240]], [[FIN-341]], [[FIN-343]] all
with a minimum grade of 2.0

FIN-341. MANAGERIAL FINANCE
Credits: 3
This course provides advanced study of financial theories,
decision-making models relating to: financial analysis and
planning; working capital management; cash budgeting;
capital asset acquisitions; capital asset financing; cost of
capital; capital structuring; acquisitions; divestitures; and
reorganizations.

Pre-Requisites
[[FIN-240]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

FIN-342. PROPERTY AND LIFE INSURANCE
Credits: 3
A study of principles of life, health, property, and liability
insurance applied to the needs of individuals and
organizations.

Pre-Requisites
[[FIN-341]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

FIN-343. INVESTMENTS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Credits: 3
A survey of the features and characteristics of investment
instruments, the operation and regulation of security markets,
the techniques of security analysis and valuation, financial
intermediaries, and modern and traditional portfolio theory and
management.

Pre-Requisites
[[FIN-240]] with a minimum grade of 2.0

FIN-345. LONG-RANGE FINANCIAL PLANNING
Credits: 3
A survey of the tools and techniques currently employed by
financial decision-makers when evaluating organizational
performance and developing future courses of action.
Emphasis will be placed upon long-range planning and capital
budgeting techniques.

Pre-Requisites
[[FIN-341]] and [[FIN-343]] with a minimum grade of 2.0
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FIN-358. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
Credits: 3
This course will provide the conceptual framework necessary
for financial decision-making in a multinational corporation
(mnc). We focus on implementing analytical tools and theory
through problems and analysis of real-world global decision-
making. Students explore the following traditional areas of
corporate finance: investments, capital budgeting, cost of
capital, capital structure, evaluation and control of operations,
merger and acquisition, and risk management from a global
perspective.

FIN-397. SEMINAR
Credits: 1-3
One to three credits

FIN-462. FINANCE INTERNSHIP
Credits: three or six
This internship course consists of professional business
experience in which students apply their accumulated
knowledge, skills and abilities in an organization related to the
students' academic objectives and career goals. This course
requires Cooperative Education approval as well as approval
of the academic advisor, the department chair and the faculty
advisor for the course.
Pre-Requisites
[[ACC-202]] with a minimum grade of 2.0
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